
  
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  All Partner Stations 
      
From: Affiliate Relations    
 
Date: December 17, 2021 
 
Subject:    4th Quarter 2021: CW Television Network Teen/Young Viewer Programming 
  
ATTENTION PUBLIC FILE ADMINISTRATOR 

Below is a list of Q4 2021 CW Teen/Young Viewer Programming for your public files.  

Statement:  
 
This statement is designed to furnish you with additional information concerning the 
commercial matter contained in the network’s teen/young viewer programs, and to enable 
you to more easily comply with the requirements of the Children’s Television Act of 1990. 
 
The following is a list of all CW Television Network programs which were produced and 
broadcast with the intention of primarily reaching an audience of young viewers between 
thirteen and sixteen that were scheduled for broadcast during the third quarter of 2021. 
 
4th Quarter 2021 – CW Teen/Young Viewer Programming 
 
Program: Jack Hanna’s Into the Wild (E/I) 
Rating: TV G 
Length: 30 min 
Series Description: 
Jack Hanna’s Into the Wild takes viewers on excursions around the world through the 
eyes of America’s most beloved animal adventurer and his family. More than just a 
collection of animal escapades, Into the Wild provides insight into the protection and 
conservation of some of our planet’s most precious and endangered species. Into the Wild 
is unscripted and action packed – it takes you on a raucous ride, leaving you with a 
renewed appreciation for all creatures, great and small. 
 
Program: The Open Road with Dr. Chris (E/I) 
Rating: TV G 
Length: 30 min 
Series Description: 
The Open Road with Dr. Chris is a live action, half-hour television program designed to 
meet the educational and informational needs of children aged 13-16. The Open Road 



with Dr. Chris follows Dr. Chris Brown around the world to visit some of the most beautiful, 
and sometimes bizarre, places, people, and animals. Exploring international destinations, 
Dr. Chris will uncover some of the best kept secrets of the region – from indigenous 
traditions transformed by modernity to diverse wildlife across the globe. The series hands 
viewers a passport to adventure they’ll never forget, and sometimes may find hard to 
believe. Each episode of The Open Road with Dr. Chris delivers not only a carefully 
crafted mix of environmental, cultural, and wildlife interest stories, but also educates 
viewers on a range of local customs and geographical landmarks.  
 
Program: Ready, Set, Pet (E/I) 
Rating: TV G 
Length: 30 min 
Series Description: 
Ready, Set, Pet is a live action, half-hour television program designed to meet the 
educational and informational needs of children aged 13-16. Hosted by Phil Torres, this 
series will educate and inform teens and their families about pet adoption, responsible pet 
ownership, and the importance of a green space for pets. Each episode, Phil will guide a 
family through the pet adoption process after a careful look at their unique situation to help 
them make an informed decision in finding the right pet for their lifestyle. While the family 
visits local shelters and rescues, experts revitalize their outdoor space to make a safe and 
eco-friendly home for their new pet. In the end, viewers will see family members overcome 
their disagreements and make the tough decision on which pet will join the family. Ready, 
Set, Pet will teach viewers that thoughtful preparation is key when learning to care for an 
animal's needs. 
 
Please contact your Affiliate Relations Representative if you have any questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Jack Hanna's Into the 
Wild (E/I) 

Jack Hanna's Into the 
Wild (E/I) 

Jack Hanna's Into the 
Wild (E/I) 

Sat. 7:00am Sat. 7:30am Sat. 8:00am 
10/02/21 - #318 10/02/21 - #313 10/02/21 - #712 
10/09/21 - #808 10/09/21 - #421 10/09/21 - #305 
10/16/21 - #1205 10/16/21 - #1201 10/16/21 - #306 
10/23/21 - #1203 10/23/21 - #1202 10/23/21 - #1003 
10/30/21 - #1311 10/30/21 - #1209 10/30/21 - #1012 
11/06/21 - #416 11/06/21 - #1305 11/06/21 - #908 
11/13/21 - #401 11/13/21 - #1211 11/13/21 - #407 
11/20/21 - #1313 11/20/21 - #1206 11/20/21 - #314 
11/27/21 - #318 11/27/21 - #1205 11/27/21 - #712 
12/04/21 - #1201 12/04/21 - #1203 12/04/21 - #305 
12/11/21 - #313 12/11/21 - #808 12/11/21 - #306 
12/18/21 - #421 12/18/21 - #1202 12/18/21 - #1003 
12/25/21 - #1311 12/25/21 - #1209 12/25/21 - #1012 

   
   

Jack Hanna's Into the 
Wild (E/I) 

The Open Road with Dr. 
Chris (E/I) Ready, Set, Pet (E/I) 

Sat. 8:30am Sat. 9:00am Sat. 9:30am 
10/02/21 - #1109 10/02/21 - #101 10/02/21 - #101 
10/09/21 - #1010 10/09/21 - #102 10/09/21 - #102 
10/16/21 - #1101 10/16/21 - #103 10/16/21 - #103 
10/23/21 - #1103 10/23/21 - #104 10/23/21 - #104 
10/30/21 - #1002 10/30/21 - #105 10/30/21 - #105 
11/06/21 - #1006 11/06/21 - #106 11/06/21 - #106 
11/13/21 - #802 11/13/21 - #107 11/13/21 - #107 
11/20/21 - #1008 11/20/21 - #108 11/20/21 - #108 
11/27/21 - #1109 11/27/21 - #109 11/27/21 - #109 
12/04/21 - #1010 12/04/21 - #101 12/04/21 - #101 
12/11/21 - #1101 12/11/21 - #102 12/11/21 - #102 
12/18/21 - #1103 12/18/21 - #103 12/18/21 - #103 
12/25/21 - #1002 12/25/21 - #104 12/25/21 - #104 
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